Both Blank and Debertin start from the pre-lack of detail at critical points in their argumise that technology increases agricultural ments. productivity. As a result, supply increases fastBlank offers what is basically an "up and er than demand, driving down commodity out" thesis of agricultural evolution. Technoprices and returns to factors used in agricul-logical improvement alters comparative adturd production. Blank emphasizes how farm-vantage. As developing countries adopt new ers respond to this situation by to agricukural production technologies, world higher risk, higher return commodities until wpply shifts out and prices decrease. In order eventually graduating out of agriculture en-to earn returns similar to those available out-[irely, ~h~~~ changes are accommodated by side of agriculture, farmers in developed counwhich allows low-cost imports t,, tries divert factors of production from lowsubstitute for abandoned agricultural produc-risk, low-return commodities to higher-risk, tion in the U.S. Debertin focuses on the conhigher-return commodities. Eventually, the rllost risk-averse farmers opt out of production tention that price depressing gains in producagriculture entirely. Under the relentless prestivity are due, in part, to publicly-supported sure of technological innovation and global agricultural research at Land Grant universi-competition, U . S . agriculture continually ties.
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downsizes. Production agriculture is no longer Both authors take a "big picture" perspec-able to afford the opportunity cost of land and that "lows them to range across a number labor resources. Pareto improvements are ereof issues-~ublicl~-su~~O1ted research and ated by shifting those resources to more proeducation, adoption of technology, farm prof-ductive uses and importing an increasing share itability, rural community economic viability, of food and fiber. agribusiness concentration, globalization, risk, essence, Blank is describing a long-term and international trade-describing linkages dynamic adjustment process whereby factors that are often ignored by more limited analy-of product,on flow and between sectors ses. The trade-off is an occasionally frustrating seeking of returns at the Does he believe that the U.S. will eventually go out of agricultural production altogether? Barry J. Barnett is associate professor in the Depart-While he stops short of making that prediction ment of Agricultural and Applied Economics, University of Georgia, Athens, GA, John E. Lee, Jr, is pro.
here, he has done so elsewhere (Blank. 1998 ; fessor and head in the Department of Agricultural Blank. 1999 net returns to capital in the sector. For example, the period from the 1940s to the 1960s saw a huge flow of subsidized capital into agriculture. The resulting overcapitalization went unnoticed throughout much of the 1970s due to rapid growth in exports and expectations that the U.S. would need to "feed the world."
Following the 1979 change in Federal Reserve policy, declining exports and increasing real interest rates initiated a withdtawal (net of depreciation) of non-land capital from the sector. This continued through the mid-1990s. Second, farm commodity program subsidies have interfered with needed supply adjustments and increased the cost of land. Finally, it is most important to note that while returns to totul capital invested in agriculture are generally low, farmers do continue to invest in the sector, suggesting that returns to capital investment at the margin are more competitive.
Would farmers be better off if the publicsector had not invested in agricultural research and education'? In a closed-economy model it is easy to demonstrate. as Debertin has done, that technology does not increase profitability for farmers selling in competitive markets. However, from an open-economy perspective, technology adoption impacts comparative advantage-~a point raised in Blank's paper. In this environment it is not at all clear that improved technology makes farmers worse off.
Finally, while improved technologies may have kept prices low due to supply increasing faster than demand we would suggest that the margin is thin. If the U.S. had to meet 2001 food demands with say, 1980 technology, we would expect to see much higher commodity prices, expanded cropland use onto more erosive marginal soils. and more intensive use of chemical inputs.
Perhaps Debertin is simply suggesting that some agricultural research and education dollars would generate higher marginal returns by being shifted to the development of demandenhancing or food-safety technologies. Or perhaps he is suggesting that Land Grant university scientists should become more aware of the social implications of their research and education activities. In either case we would be inclined to agree.
Unfortunately. Debertin never really addresses the big "So what?" question. We are left to wonder exactly what point he is trying to make. If he is arguing that our historic investment in publicly-funded agricultural research and education has been a mistake-that we should cease public investment in the development of agricultural production technologies, then we must respectfully disagree. What can be wrong with generating technologies that allow us to meet our food and fiber needs with as little demand o n society's scarce resources as possible?
